we are to deal with the fact and principle of machinery in its most
dangerous form right here among us and now. The social results of
machine use forcibly show that the cultural sentimentality in human
affairs that tries to break these new forces down to old habits is impotent
to deal with this new phase of our new 'daemon'—this mechanistic ele-
ment. But, architecture will deal with it soon or the new devil will finally
deal with our posterity not only as common denominator but as dominator
extraordinary under some other name. Political significance no less.
To deny inherent power of growth and virtue to our new common-
denominator the machine which, were man in his senses, might soon be
the common-emancipator—would this be absurd? But the eventual city
that this new common denominator will build with its common machine
will be so greatly different from the ancient city or from any city of today
that we will probably fail to recognize its coming as the city at all. At any
rate it will not be, I think, a graveyard for individuality nor obliteration
of the man. Any city of futurism to be valid will be only more individual
than in ages ago. Not less so.
To put a new outside upon any existing city is simply impossible now.
The carcass of the city is far too old, too far gone. It is too fundamentally
wrong for the future we now foresee.
Hopelessly, helplessly, inorganic it lies there where the great new forces
moulding modern life are most concerned. Those forces are making its
concentrations not only useless but deadly or poisonous by force of cir-
cumstances being driven inward, meantime relentlessly preparing within,
to explode. Reactions that should by reasonable natural organic change
drive the city somewhere into somewhat other and else are everywhere at
work. The new city will be nowhere, yet everywhere. Broadacre City.
The human-element in our modern equation is not yet recognizing an
acknowledged equivalent. But it may already be seen drifting—or pushed—
going it blindly. But going just the same and in several different directions.
No, the congestion of super concentrations was no great evil until
electric power, electric intercommunication, individual mobilization, and
ubiquitous 'publicity* became common denominators and the true de-
centralizing agents for human life. Add to these decentralizers the airship
when it lays away its wings and becomes a self-contained mechanical unit.
And add many other things kept under cover in our heavy and still hardy
capitalist hands, all in safe keeping at this moment.
If we accept these modern, moulding agencies that science has ready
to confer upon us at this moment, the form of everything changes, as time
runs, for better or for worse. Everything but human nature changes—
whether we will it or we will against it. Though 'Nature her custom holds*,
faene and elsewhere we do change, none the less and notwithstanding. But
licm slowly!
Qsgamc consequences of inevitable changes unperceived at first begin
to Appear all about us.
Freedom of Iminan-reach and movement, therefore of the human hori-
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